Rodimer is also accused of being involved in three separate and disturbing domestic incidents, involving two different women, where authorities were called. In 2006, police in Florida were called to Rodimer’s apartment to settle an argument. Later, in Nevada, on two separate occasions in 2018, Rodimer’s then-girlfriend, now-wife called 9-1-1 to report alleged "domestic violence" and theft. In one of these incidents, a recording of the 9-1-1 call reveals that Rodimer allegedly stole guns and jewelry from her and sent her photographs of the belongings.

Associated Press: “Sheriff’s Records From Pinellas County, Florida, Detail A 2006 Domestic Disturbance Call In Which […] Rodimer And His Girlfriend Were Arguing Loudly Over Another Man Having Called The Girlfriend.” “In addition to the three accusations of assault, sheriff’s records from Pinellas County, Florida, detail a 2006 domestic disturbance call in which a neighbor called police to the wrestler’s apartment in Dunedin. Rodimer and his girlfriend were arguing loudly over another man having called the girlfriend. Both Rodimer and his girlfriend told police the argument escalated and got loud but nothing physical occurred. Sheriff’s records show nothing further on the incident.” [Associated Press, 10/8/19]

Associated Press: “Las Vegas Police Responded Twice To 911 Calls From Republican Congressional Candidate Dan Rodimer’s Now-Wife In 2018 Alleging Domestic Violence And That Rodimer Had Stolen Guns And Jewelry Belonging To Her, According To Police Records.” “Las Vegas police responded twice to 911 calls from Republican congressional candidate Dan Rodimer’s now-wife in 2018 alleging domestic violence and that Rodimer had stolen guns and jewelry belonging to her, according to police records.” [Associated Press, 7/28/20]

Associated Press: “Rodimer’s Then-Girlfriend, Sarah Duffy, Called 911 Saying Rodimer Took $200,000 In Cash, Jewelry And Guns […] Later Sending Her Photographs Of What He Took.” “The second incident occurred on Nov. 30 of the same year. Rodimer’s then-girlfriend, Sarah Duffy, called 911 saying Rodimer took $200,000 in cash, jewelry and guns from their house before leaving five days earlier, later sending her photographs of what he took. Duffy said she thought Rodimer had spent the days since then at a casino, but police couldn’t find him there.” [Associated Press, 7/28/20]